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Abstract 
This paper provides the first examples of rings of algebraic numbers containing the rings of 
algebraic integers of the infinite algebraic extensions of Q, where Hilbert’s Tenth Problem is 
undecidable. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of Diophantine undecidability over a ring R, otherwise known as 
Hilbert’s Tenth Problem, can be phrased as the following question. Given a ring R, is 
there a uniform algorithm to determine, given a polynomial equationf(x 1, . . . , x,) = 0 
over R, whether this equation has solutions over R? This question has been answered 
lonnegatively for R = Z by M. Davis, J. Robinson, H. Putnam, and Y. Matijasevich 
(see C2, 11). 
The problem has also been resolved negatively for some rings of S-integers (includ- 
ing the rings of algebraic integers) of a certain class of number fields, totally real finite 
extensions being among them. For more details concerning these results, see [3-5, 8, 
11-141. In all of the known cases of Diophantine undecidability over the rings of 
S-integers, Diophantine definitions of Z were constructed over the rings under 
consideration. 
The question of Diophantine decidability remains open with regard to a ring of 
S-integers of an arbitrary number field, as well as with respect to any number field 
itself (including Q). 
On the other hand, Rumley has established that in the ring of all algebraic inte- 
gers Diophantine problem is decidable, and it is known that Z has no 
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Diophantine definition over the ring of all real algebraic integers (see [2, 91). The 
natural problem arising from these results, in conjunction with the above cited results 
for finite extensions, is to determine the boundary of Diophantine undecidability and 
existential definability of H with respect to the algebraic extensions of Q. The known 
undecidable results apply to a class of fields of arbitrarily high degree. This paper will 
produce another step in this direction by constructing first examples of the infinite 
extensions, where either the Diophantine problem is undecidable or Z has a Diophan- 
tine definition in the integral closure of some rings of S-integers of Q. 
We start our investigation by giving a definition of a Diophantine subset of a ring 
and stating a preliminary lemma. 
Definition 1.1. Let RI be a subset of a ring R, such that there existsf(t, xi, . . ..x~)E 
RzCr, ~1, . . . . xk] with the following property 
VtER2 3x1 ,..., xkeRZf (t,xl ,..., x,)=0 o teR,. 
In this case we write Dioph(R,/R,) and callfa Diophantine dejinition of RI over R2. 
Lemma 1.2. Let R be any ring of characteristic 0 whose quotient$eld is not algebraic- 
ally closed. Then Dioph(R/Z) implies that Diophantine problem is undecidable in R. 
Proof. See [2]. 0 
Next we should note that as long as the field under consideration is not algebraic- 
ally closed, Diophantine problem for an arbitrary single polynomial equation is 
equivalent to Diophantine problem for an arbitrary finite system of polynomial 
equations, and Diophantine definitions can be allowed to consist of finitely many 
polynomials without changing the relation. This follows from the fact that expression 
‘tf = 0 AND g = O”, where S and g are polynomials over a relevant ring, can be 
replaced by a single polynomial equation over the same ring, so that the constructed 
polynomial equations have solutions in the ring if and only if both of the original 
polynomial equations have solutions in the ring. For a more detailed discussion of this 
fact we again refer the reader to [2]. 
2. Non-integral solutions to Pell equations over rings of &integers of the totally real 
number fields 
Pell equations, i.e. equations of the sort x2 - dy z = 1, are well known and have 
been widely used in the proofs of the results on Diophantine unsolvability cited in the 
introduction. Sets of integral solutions to these equations have been studied extens- 
ively. In our case, however, we will need to study the sets of non-integral solutions of 
Pell equations and show that under certain circumstances they can be made to behave 
in the same fashion as their integral counterparts. 
We start our investigation with definitions and preliminary lemmas. 
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Definition 2.1. Let K be a number field and let S = {pi, . . . , ps} be a set of its finite 
primes, Then define a ring OK,s c K to be 
0 K,S = {xEK(ord4x > 0, Vq#S}. (2.1) 
In other words, OK,s is the ring of all the elements of K integral at all the finite primes 
outside S. 
Notation. Let OK c OK,s denote the ring of algebraic integers of K. In this paper we 
shall often refer to divisibility conditions relative to OK and OK,s. To distinguish the 
two, we will reserve the symbol “ ( ” for the regular divisibility in OK, Divisibility in 
0 K,S will be denoted by “ Is “. We will use the same notational scheme with respect to 
equivalencies: “ z.s ” will denote equivalence in OK,s and “ g ” will denote equivalence 
in OK. Similarly, for x, y E O,,s define (x, y)s = 1 to mean Vq#S either ord,x = 0 
or ord, y = 0. 
. . 
Defimtlon 2.2. Let dE OK,s be a non-square of K and define H,,,,s to be a following 
subset of MK = K(d ‘j2) 
H K,d,s = {x - d”2y, x, y~O~,sIx~ - dy2 = l}. 
Lemma 2.3. HK,I,s is a group under multiplication. 
Proof. See, for example, Lemma 2.1 of Shlapentokh [13]. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let K be a totally real number$eld, let d E K be such that d is not a square. 
Assume additionally that there exist ql, q2 primes of K, such that they lie above difSerent 
primes of CD and such that ordql d and ord,, d are positive odd integers. Then K(d”‘) 
contains no non-real roots of unity. 
Proof. Assume the opposite. Then for some prime Q E N, K(d”2) must contain a Qth 
primitive root of unity. First assume Q is odd, and let f 1 # 5 E K(d’12) be such a Qth 
root of unity. Then, since (4 K and the extension is of degree 2, K(d12) = K(4). Next 
note that the conjugate of 5 over K is <-’ and therefore, using a well known 
computation, we get the following expression for the discriminant of [ over K. 
(5 _ 5-l)’ zz (r _ gQ-1)2 = 52(1 _ <Q-2)2 = 52 (“,‘“,“)‘(I - 02. 
Since, Q is odd and, consequently, c(l - tQ-‘)/(l - 5) is an integral unit, the only 
primes which can ramify in the extension will be the primes dividing (1 - 0, i.e. 
K factors of Q. But by assumption, ql and q2 will both ramify in K(d ‘12) and they lie 
above different rational primes. Hence, we cannot have a Qth root of unity in K(d 112) 
if Q is an odd prime. 
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It remains to show that K(d’12) cannot contain i. Suppose it does. Then as before, 
K(d ‘12) = K(i). But the only primes of K possibly ramifying in this extension will be 
factors of two, and so by the same reason as above, i $ K(d”2). Therefore, K (d ‘I’) will 
contain no non-real roots of unity. 
Lemma 2.5. Let K be any totally real$eld and let S = { pt, . . . . ps} be ajnite set of its 
non-archimedean primes such that ~~$2. Let aEOK,s be such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
1. 0 < a(a) < 1 for all embeddings o of K into R; 
2. for all i > 1 such that pit22 ord,(a - 1) is an odd positive integer; 
3. for all i > 1 such that pi 12 there exists ri E N satisfying the following equation: 
ord,Ja - 1) = e(pi/2) + (2ri + l), 
where e(pJ2) is the ramification degree of pi over 2; 
4. there exists a rational prime Q. > 3 such that Qz 1 (a - 1). 
Let d = a2 - 1. Then HK,I,S is generated by a - (a’ - 1)i12 modulo the group of 
roots of unity contained in MK. 
Proof. First, we note that, by the product formula, ordp, a < 0. Secondly, we note that 
for every i > 1 such that piy2, ordPi(a2 - 1) = ord,(a - l), and consequently 
ordPi(a2 - 1) is an odd positive integer. Finally, we observe that if i > 1 and pi ( 2 then 
ordPi(a2 - 1) = ord,,<(a - 1) + ord,i(a - 1 + 2) 
= e(pi/2) + (2ri + 1) + min(e(pJ2) + (2ri + l),e(pi/2)) 
= 2e(pJ2) + (2ri + l), 
and consequently ordPi(a2 - 1) is an odd positive integer. 
Therefore, we conclude that p2, . . . , ps are totally ramified in MK, and consequently, 
ifx-(a’- 1)‘12y~ HK,I,S then 
NuKiK(x - (a’ - 1)“2y) = 1 
and the following statements are true. 
1. For every 1 < i < s and for every Bi lying above pi in MK ords,(x - 
(a’ - 1)“2y) = 0. 
2. In MK, Pl = BllBl2 with ordplt(x - (a2 - 1)‘j2y) = - ordSi2(x - 
(a2 - 1)1’2y) = - ordp,,(x + (a2 - 1)‘12y). 
Next, we claim that HK,d,S contains no integral units besides roots of unity. Indeed, 
by the Dirichlet Unit Theorem, the rank of the integral unit group of MK is equal to 
the rank of the integral unit group of K. At the same time NMKiK is a homomorphism 
from the integral unit group of M, into the integral unit group of K, with all the 
integral units of HK,P,S contained in the kernel of the norm map. The image of the 
norm map contains all the squares of the integral units of K, and therefore is of 
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the same rank as the unit group itself. Hence, the kernel of the norm map is of rank 0, 
i.e. it contains roots of unity only. 
Next consider a homomorphism E --) orda,, E of HK,d,S into B. The kernel of the 
map will consist of integral units of H K,d,S and therefore will contain roots of unity 
only. The image of the map is cyclic, and so H K,P,S is cyclic modulo the subgroup of 
roots of unity. 
Next suppose 
p(x - (a’ - l)l’2y)k = a - (a2 - l)l’2, 
for some x - (a2 - 1)1’2y~HK,I,S, some natural k and a root of unity p. Then 
ordp,,(a - (a2 - 1)“2) = k.ordp,,(x - (a2 - 1)‘12y), 
while 
ordp,,(a - (a2 - 1)‘j2) = - ordpll(u + (a2 - 1)“2), 
ord@,,(x - (a2 - 1)‘j2y) = - ordS,2(x + (a2 - 1)‘j2y), 
and consequently, assuming without loss of generality, 
ordstz(u - (a2 - 1)‘12) < 0, we have the following sequence of equalities 
ordp, a = ordp,,2a = ordS,2((u - (a’ - 1)1’2) + (a + (a2 - 1)lj2)) 
= ordS,2(u - (a2 - 1)‘j2) = kordS,,(x - (a2 - l)l”y) 
= k.[ordP,2((x - (a” - 1)1’2y) + (x + (a2 - 1)1’2y))] 
= k. ord,,, 2x = k. ordP, x. 
that 
Thus, one of the consequences of the above computation is the fact that ordpl x < 0. 
On the other hand, 
2ordp,u = k.ordp,x2 = k.ord,,(x2 - 1) = k.ord,,(u2 - l)y2 
= 2k.ord,,, a + 2k.ord,, y, 
and hence 
k-l 
ordpl y = - - 
k 
ordp, a. 
Thus, if k > 1 then y has a zero at pl. 
Next note that since all elements of H K,d,S are integral at all the finite primes not 
dividing pl, 2x is integral at all the non-archimedean valuations different from pl, and 
therefore 4y2 (a 2 - 1) = 4( 1 - x “) is integral at all the non-archimedean valuations of 
K different from pl. Consequently, for every i > 1 such that ~~$2 we have the 
following computation 
0 < ord,yZ(u2 - 1) = 2ordPiy + ord,,(u - 1) + ord,(a + 1) 
= 2 ordPi y + ord,,(u - 1) = odd number. 
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Hence, 
2ord,,y + ord,,(a - 1) 2 1. 
On the other hand, for every i > 1 such that pi 12 
0 d ordpi4y2(a2 - 1) = 2e(pi/2) + 2ordPiy + ord,,(a - 1) + ord,,(a + 1) 
= 2e(pi/2) + 2ordpi y + e(pi/2) + 2ri + 1 + e(pi/2) = odd number. 
Therefore, 
2 ordp, y + ordpi(a - 1) > 1 - 3e(pi/2), 
or 
ordpi (2~)~ > 1 - e( pJ2) - ordpi ( CI - 1). 
Next note that as integral divisors 
z2 P;W) 1 n p?P) = 2, 
ql2 
and therefore, 
NX,~(~~~:I.‘;I))IZIX:~l. 
This implies, since 2y has no poles outside S, 
(N,,Q(2y)2( > p;2fNWk)ordpI~ ,II, pifi(o*d,,(o-l)-1).2-[K:d;P], 
where Pi is the rational prime below pi, andfi =f(p,/P,) - the degree of pi over Pi. 
Moreover, using the same notations, we get 
JN,,& _ l)\ > n pfiords(a-1).Q02[K’a;P1. 
all i 
On the other hand, since for every c, embedding of K into R, lo(y2)(a2 - 1)j < 1, we 
have the following inequalities. 
4rK:Q1 > INK,Q(~Y~(~~ - 1))l = (N,,Q(~Y))~IN,,Q(~ - l)N,,o(a + 1)l 
> p;2l1Wl)lk)ord,,~ ,G p;fi(ord,,k- I)- 1) .2-[rca;D] 
. Gi pfiordd- ‘) . QirK:“]. IN&a + I)\. 
That is, 
4t~:Ql > pl-l+2k-‘HSd,,4. , Qr’“‘. fl Psi. (N&a + l)/, 
i>l 
and consequently 
1 > (4/Q&K:“] > p~-1+2k-‘)(fNA . lNK,a;p(u + 1)1. 
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If k > 1 then (- 1 + 2K’)(f, ordp, a) 2 0, and therefore IN,,o(a + 1)1 < 1. This last 
inequality, however, cannot hold, since, by assumption, V embeddings c of K into R, 
a(a) > 0. 
Corollary 2.6. Let a be selected to satisfy conditions of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, then if 
d = a2 - 1, modulo { _+ l}, HK,I,S is generated by a - (a2 - 1)i12. 
Proof. Clear. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Let a, d, K, q 1, q2 be as in Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5. Assume L is afinite 
totally real extension ofK, with W being the set of valuations of L extending valuations 
of S. Moreover, assume there is only one valuation in W extending p1 and ramifkation 
degrees of the valuations lying above q 1, q2, pz, . . . , ps are odd. Then HL,*, w = HK,I,s. 
Proof. We will verify that all the conditions of Lemma 2.4 and 2.5 are still true in 
L with respect to a, p1 and valuations lying above ql, q2, p2, . . , , pS. Assume that in L 
qi has factorization fly $‘, where by assumption all eij’s are odd. Then 
ordy,,(a2 - 1) = eijord,,(a2 - 1) 
is an odd number. Moreover, clearly y 1 1 and y r2 lie above different rational primes. 
Hence, conditions of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied. 
Next we note that all the real embeddings of L are extensions of the real embed- 
dings of K, and so we still have the fact that o < a(a) < 1 for all embeddings 0 of 
L into R. 
Furthermore, for i > 1, let pi factor as nptyj in L, where as before, all eij’s are 
odd. Then for every pij such that i > 1 and ~~$2, ord,,j(a - 1) = eijord,,(a - 1) is 
a positive odd number. 
On the other hand, if i > 1 and pi 12, then 
ordPij(a - 1) = eijordPZ(a - 1) = eije(pi/2) + eij(2ri + 1) 
= e(P;j/2) + 2rieij + eij = e(pij/2) + 2rieij + 2nij + 1 
= e(Pij/2) + 2rij + 1. 
Finally, the existence of a rotational prime Q. > 3 such that Qz Is (a - 1) in 
OK,s translates into existence of such a prime in OL,w. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let K be as in the previous lemmas, let Kinf contain K and be a totally 
real field of infinite degree over Q, such that if L is a number field, and K c L c Ki,f, 
then L satis$es the conditions of Corollary 2.7. Let OxI.,,s,,I be the integral closure of 
OK,S in Kinf and let HK~.~,~.s~.~ be dejned correspondingly. Then HK,.,,I,S,,, = HK,I,S. 
Proof. Any extra solutions would have to come from some finite degree subfield of 
Ki,f containing K. But by the previous corollary, that is impossible. 0 
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Lemma 2.9. Let c, b E OK and assume ord,c = 0 Vp E S. Then 
clsb 0 c(b. 
Proof. The fact that c) b =S c Is b is obvious. 
Next suppose c Is b and consider bJc. By definition of divisibility in OK,s, for 
every q $ S ord, b/c B 0. On the other hand, for every PE S ord,b/c = ord,b - 
ord,c = ord,b 2 0 because b is integral by assumption. Hence, b/c is integral. 0 
Lemma 2.10. Let a, K, S be as in the preceding lemmas. Let 
E = a - (a” - 1)“2, 
and for every m E Z let 
x,(a) - (a2 - 1)“2y,(a) = Em, 
where x,(a), y,(a)eHK,d,~. Then the following statements are true in OK,S for 
j, m, k 2 0: 
Em $ E-m E -In - Em 
x, = 
2 ’ Ym = 2(a2 _ I)'/2 ; 
(2.4 
&nkk = xmxk f dymy,, Ymkk = XkYm f Ykxm; (2.3) 
m = kj * yj(a) IS y,(a); (2.4) 
m = 2kj 3 xj(a) IS y,(a); 
m = 2kj and m = rxj(a) * x:(a) (s y,(a); 
m = (2k + 1)j * xj(a) Isx,(a); 
X m+l =2aX,-x,-t, Y,+~ = 2ay, - ym-l; 
y,(a) zs mmoda - 1; 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
agbmodc = 
x,,,(a) gs x,(b) mod c, 
y,(a) s y,,,(b) mod c; 
(2.7) 
XZm+j ZS +xjmodx,; - 
V~EO~ ImEN such that q Isy,(a); 
x,,,(a) z,,~ 1 mod(a - l), 
where ” z P,” signijies that the equivalence holds in OK,jp, j. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Proof. For proof of (2.2), (2.3), (2.5)-(2.10) see, for example, Lemma 1 of Denef [4]. 
For proof of (2.4) see, for example, Lemma 2.6 of Shlapentokh [13]. q 
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Lemma 2.11. Let K, S, a be as above. Then for every rncZ and for every i > 1 
ordpi x,(a) = 0, or&, y,(a) 3 0; 
ord,, x, = - Im( . ordp, a, ordp, y, = - I(m - l)j.ord,,,a. 
Proof. Since x, = x-, and y,,, = - y,, without loss of generality we can assume that 
rnE N\(O). Both x,(a) and y,(a) are polynomials in a over Z, and therefore are 
integral at all pi’s for i 3 2. Next suppose ord,, x,(a) > 0. Then, since 
ordpi (a 2 - 1)~; 3 ordPi(a2 - 1) > 0, 
we will conclude that ord, 1 > 0. Hence, our assumption is false, and Vi > 1 
ord,, x,,,(a) = 0. 
The second part of the lemma follows from the fact that, by (2.2) assuming without 
loss of generality that ord,,,s < 0, 
ordp,x, = ord,r,zx:m = m.ordplzs = m’ord,,a. 
Moreover, 
2 ordpl y, = ordp, (xi - 1) - ordp, (a2 - 1) 
= 2m. ordp, a - 2. ordp, a = 2(m - l)ord,, a, 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 2.12. Let K, S, a be as in the previous lemmas. Then given any real constant 
0 < C < 1 and a natural number t # 0 there exists a natural number r, multiple oft such 
that for every embedding a of K into R 
C < 0(x,(a)) < 1. 
Proof. See, for example, Lemma 2.4 of Shlapentokh [14]. 0 
Lemma 2.13. Let K, a, S be as before, let PI be the rational prime below p 1, let fi be, as 
before, the degree of p1 over PI, let n = [K: CD], and assume that for some j E 7 for every 
embedding o of K into R 
fZJ(Xj(U)) > C > PiJ1’n)ordplo. 
Then xj(a) is not a unit of OK,s. 
(2.11) 
Proof. Given a finite prime q of K, let 1 lq denote the normalized valuation corres- 
ponding to q, and consider 
qvs Ixj(a)l, = (N~,~(xj(a))~‘lxj(a)lI,’ ig Ixj(a)Ii’ 
< c-n.p[lo%a < 1, 
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since by the previous lemma, for all i > 1 ) xj(a)l; ’ = 1. Hence, for some 
q # S 1 Xj(a)l 4 < 1, i.e. ord, xj (a) > 0, and the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 2.14. Assume K, S, a, PI, fi, n are as in the preceding lemmas, and suppose also 
that (2.11) holds. Then 
(i) xj(a) (s y,(a) =S m = 2kj, keZ; 
(ii) xj(a) Is x,(a) =E= m = (2k + l)j, kEZ; 
(iii) x?(a) Is y,(a) j .bjb) IS m. 
Proof. (i) Since for every j E Z x-j = Xj, and for every m E Z y_ ,,, = - y,,,, without loss 
of generality we can assume that j, m E N. Let m = tj + I, where 0 d r < j. Then, by 
Lemma 2.10, ym = X,jY, + y*jX,. By the same lemma, 
t E 1 mod2 * Xj (s X,j, 
trOmod2 - XjIsytj. 
From (X,j, Y,~)~ = 1 we conclude that either xj Is x, or Xj Is y, but not both, since by the 
previous lemma Xj is not a unit of 0 K,S. We will show that this is impossible for 
j>r>O. 
We will initially consider the possibility that 
xj IS xr. (2.12) 
First note that by Lemma 2.11, ordpl xj = j. ordp, a. Next let the divisor of xj be 
(I’-I~~ q+~‘) .pj4,(a) and let the divisor of x, be (n14es qb(q))p;ordpl(o). Then (2.12) 
implies 
vq # S b(q) 3 a(q). 
Next for every q$S let Q be the rational prime below q, and letf(q) be the degree of 
q over Q. Then 
C” < INK/Q(Xj)l < 1, INK/Q(x~)I < 1, 
and 
Cnp-jf141a < qvs Q 
1 
f(q)dq) < IJ QfWW < p;-‘%=, 
so that, taking into consideration the fact that j - r 2 1 and ordPl a < 0, 
Now assume 
xj IS Yv. 
First of all, by Lemma 2.11, 
ordpi y, = (r - 1). ordpl a. 
(2.13) 
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Secondly, (N,,o((a’ - l)y,?)( < 1. So that 
INK,Q(Y,)~I < IW,ch2 - 111-l. 
Next, with the same notational conventions as above, let the divisor of xj be as 
before, and let the divisor of y, be 
Py - 1) ordpx (4 n qMd 
q#S 
,51, Pf’ 
where ci >, 0 by Lemma 2.11. So that 
IN,,&)‘I = q;s Q21(q)Wp;fl(r- l)ordm(a) ipl pfficr. 
From (2.13), a(q) d b(q) again, and, as before, we obtain the following inequalities. 
C2”P - 1 2jJlord,,a < n Q2J%)d?) < 
98s Be 
U(q)b(q) iJJ ~ff,~, 
= INK,&# ) pf” -r)flord~,a 
< INK,&2 _ 1)1 -1 pf(l-*)f~O’do~ 
So that we may conclude, taking into consideration the facts that j - I 3 1 and 
ord,,, a < 0, 
c < (~~~~(~2 _ i)l-li2np(j-r+l)(fl/n)ord,,o 
< (&,,&2 _ 1)(-l/2npf(Sl/“)Ord,,a. 
However, since a2 - 1 is non-integral at p1 only, 
INK&a2 - 1)1 > p;f’eP 
Therefore, 
c < INK,&2 _ l)(-l(l/2n)p:(flin)ord,,a 
< p;(flln)ord,~o . pWllnW,>o = pUth)ord,,a 
1 1 > 
and we have a contradiction with (2.11) again. Hence, neither (2.12) nor (2.13) can 
hold, and r = 0. 
Thus, Xj [ Y, = ytj. If t z 1 mod 2 then Xj ( X,j. This is impossible, since by Lemma 
2.13 xj(a) is not a unit, and so t g 0 mod 2 and (i) has been proved. 
We will prove (ii) by a similar argument. Suppose Xj(U) ( x,(a). As before m = tj + r, 
where 0 < r < j, and 
x, = X,j+r = XtjXr + (a’ - l)YtjY,. 
If t z 0 mod 2 then xj 1 Ytj * Xj 1 Y,, or if t z 1 mod 2 then xj 1 X,j and Xj ( x,. Neither 
option is possible unless I = 0 and t r 1 mod 2. 
(iii) follows from (i) and the binomial theorem. 0 
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Lemma 2.15. Suppose K, S, a, fi, pl, P, , n are as before, ordp, a < - n - 1, k, j E N, 
m E N \ {0}, and V embedding (T of K into R 
Then x,Ju) zs + xj(a) mod x,(a) 3 k z + j mod m. 
(Note that ordpl a < - (n + 1) implies that 
(fr/n)ord,,a < - (n + 1)/n < - 1 and 2P~f”“)“‘dp~” < 2.2-l < 1.) 
Proof. Suppose xk(a) Es + Xj (a) mod x, (a). First assume x, Is xk, then x, Is Xj and by 
the previous lemma j z k z 0 mod m. Next assume x, does not divide either Xj or xk, 
and let j’ r jmod 2m, lj’l < m, k E k’mod2m, Ik'l < m. Then we still have 
xk’ Zs k Xj, mod x, by (2.6). Therefore, 
X, ( Xk’ k Xj’ . (2.14) 
Assuming that jf k mod 2m would imply k’ # j'. Since xk, = x _k,, without loss of 
generality we can assume in such a case that k’ > j’ > 0. Then 
Ord,,(Xk, t_ Xj,)= k’ord,, U. 
Let 
and 
be the divisors of (xk. f Xj,) and x, respectively, and note that by Lemma 2.11, for 
every q, b(q) is non-negative and for every i > 1 ci is non-negative. (2.14) implies that 
b(q) 2 a(q). On the other hand, INX,o(xk. + Xj,)( < 2”, i.e. 
I-IQ f(q)b(q) n pfh < 2” .p;‘-ha, 
i>l 
(2.15) 
and 
N,,Q(x,(a)) = n Qf(q)a(q) . p;flO’dna. 
q#S 
(2.16) 
Combining (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain 
Hence, taking into account the fact that m > k’, we conclude that 
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and thus there is an embedding rr of K into R such that 
This is impossible, given our assumptions, and hence k z j mod 2m. 
Lemma 2.16. Let K, Ki,f, O,,s, OK,,,,s,,, be as before, and let x3 YEOK,S. Then 
x Is Y * x I&.r Y. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that OK,S is integrally closed in OKl,r,St,r. 0 
Remark. This preceding lemma implies that Lemmas 2.10, 2.13-2.15 remain true 
in Ki,r. 
Lemma 2.17. Suppose a, K, S are as in the preceding lemmas, and assume additionally 
that ordp, a = - hKm, where hK is the class number of K, me N. Then the following 
statements are true. 
(a) a = a”/IIm, where a”, II E OK, II > 0, (II) = piK, ordp, a” = 0. 
(b) x&4 = %(41fTkm, ykta) = pkk(a)/n 
(k-l)m 
, x”k(a)> jjk@)EOK, 
ordp, zk(a) = ordpl j$&) = 0. 
(c) For every i > 1 ord,{(xz(a) + (1 - a”) y:(a)) = 0, 
ord,i(Z,2(a)Lf2m + (f14”’ - Z4)jji(u)) = 0. 
(d) For every embedding cs of K into R 
f~(xi(u) + (1 - a”) y:(a)) > 3. 
(e) NKI~(I12m~~(a) + (114”’ - c”).%(a)) > (3)” NK,Q(W 2km B NK,Q(II)2k”-” 
= p{A&km-n) 
(f) ord,,(~~(a)lT2”’ + (114”’ - Z4)jj2(a)) = 0. 
Proof. (a) follows from the definition of the class number of the field. 
(b) follows from Lemma 2.11 and the definition of the class number of the field. 
(c) By Lemma 2.11, for every i > 1 ord,Jx,Z(a)) = 0, and 
ord,,(l - a”) = ord,,(l - a’)(1 + a’) > 0. 
Therefore, the first part of(c) holds. On the other hand, by part (a), 
(xi(a) + (1 - a4) y:(a)) l12m(k+1) = (Xlf(a)I12” + (f14m - Z”)j$(a)), 
and since for every i > 1 ordPi fI = 0, part two of (c) holds also. 
(d) If idxkta))l < 2- ‘P then, since lo(1 + a’)1 > 1 for all K-embeddings, 
Id@” - l)y,2(4)l 2 14(a2 - l)yk2(4)l > 1 - 4 = t, 
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and consequently c(xz(a) + (1 - a4)yf(a)) >J. On the other hand, if la(x”(a))l> 
2-l”, then a(xi(a) + (1 - a4)yz(a)) > cr(x~(a)) 2 4. Consequently, a(xi(a)+ 
(1 - a”) y&z)) > 3. 
(e) BY part (a), 
xi(u) + (1 - u4)y&r) = (X,‘(u)IIZm + (I-14m - n”)J,2(u))n-Zm(k+1). 
Hence, 
N,,Q(II”m~,‘(a) + (I14m - fi4)j$(u)) = N,,o(xk’(u) + (1 - u~)~~(u))~N~,~(II)~(~+~)~ 
> ($)“Nx,Q(II)2(k+1)m 2 NK,Q(II)2(k+1)m-n, 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that N,,o(II) > 2. 
(f) n,2(u)II”m + (I-14m - a4)J,“(u) g - a”4j,2(u)modp, and - ii4j$(u)$Omodp, 
by part (a). 
Remark. Since N,,,(n) 2 2, for every A, D E iW there exists m = m(A, D, n) such that 
for every k 3 0 
A”. (,+ + l)nD < 2”k+ l)m-n)/* < NKiQ(n)((k+ l)m-n)/*. 
Lemma 2.18. Let a, K, S, m, %,(a) and j&(u) be us in the previous lemmas, and assume for 
every embedding 0 of K into R, 
la(xh(u))l > o(IP(l + I12m - uz)-l’*). 
Then for every embedding CJ of K into R, 1 @,(a))( > la(j,,(u))l . (Note that 
0 < a(rIrn(l + IIzm - u*)-i’*) < 1.) 
Proof. Enough to show that the lemma holds for cr = identity. First we will show that 
lx&)l > Inmyh(a)l. 
1 - xi(u) 
rI*“y;(u) = rIzm 1 _ u2 < x;(u) 
e IIZ”(l - x,‘(u)) < (1 - u2)x;(u) 
0 I12m < (1 + I12m - u2)xh”(u) 
0 xi(u) > I-I2m(l + I12m - u*)-l. 
Next note that from the previous lemma xh(a) = %h(a)/nhm, and y,(a)= 
nmgh(a)/n . hm Therefore, the result follows. 
3. Diophantine undecidahility in Kinf 
In what follows U, K, S, Ki,fy 
section. 
OKi”r,Si.r, pl, pl, fi, n are as defined in the previous 
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In the following lemmas we will use a property of non-archimedean valuations 
described below. 
Let ) ) be a non-archimedean valuation, then 
Ia - bJ < lb1 * /aI = lb/. 
Indeed, Ial = la - b + bl = max(la - bl, lbl) = lbl. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a E OK,s such that it satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2.5 
and such that d = 8’ - 1 satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2.4. 
Proof. First we introduce the following notation: let q be a prime of K, then denote 
the local uniformizing parameter of q by n(q). Let ql, q2 be two primes such that they 
are not factors of 2 and are above different rational primes, let Q. > 3 be a rational 
prime with no common factors with any K primes in S or with q1 or with q2. Assume 
n qEpi is the prime factorization of Q. in K. By the “very strong” approximation 
theorem (see O’Meara [7, p. 77]), there exists ci E K such that the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
1. For every p~S\{p,} such that ~$2 
Id - 1 - WP)IP< IWP)l,. 
2. For every p~S\{p,} such that ~12 
ILi - 1 - II(p)=‘p’2’+‘j,< (I-I(P)e(P’2)+1(P. 
3. For i = 1,2 
I& - 1 - n(4i)lq, < ln(4i)lq;. 
4. For every embeddings 0 of K into Iw 
lo(a) - 31 = id - +I, < t, 
5. For i = 1, 2 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Iri - l - nI(qOi)2eoilqof < In(YOi)2eoilqoi (3.5) 
iai, G 1 for all t$S, t z ql, t z q2, (3.6) 
where I If is the valuation generated by a prime t, and I lo is an extension of the 
archimedean valuation of Q to K. 
Lemma 3.2. Let m E N be given and let K, S, n be defined us in the preceeding lemmas. 
Then there exists UE O,,s such that d = u2 - 1 satisfies Lemma 2.4, 
ord,,(u - 1) < - (n + l), ord,,(u - 1) g Omod h,m, and a sutisjies Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. Let ri be constructed as in the previous lemma. Then by Lemma 2.12, there 
exists t E N such that it is a multiple of h,m(n + 1) and such that for every embedding 
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B of K into R, 1 > a(x,(ci)) > 0. Then ordp,xt(a) g Omodh,m(n + 1). Let a = x,(a). 
Then from (2.10), for every p # pl, ord,(x,(&) - 1) 3 ord,(a - 1). 
Next assume ~4’2 and let p~S\{p,) or p = q1 or p = q2, then ord,(x,(d) - I) >O, 
ord,(x,@) + 1) = 0, and since 
(x,(4 - 1) (x,(d) + 1) = (ii2 - l)y:@), 
ord,(x@) - 1) is an odd positive integer. 
Now assume ~(2 and p~S\{p,j, then 
ord,(x,(B) - 1) > ord,(d - 1) = e(p/2) + 1. 
Therefore, 
ord,(x,(a) + 1) = e(p/2). 
Thus, from the equality, 
ord,(x,(b) - 1) + ord,(x,@) + 1) = ord,(b* - 1) + ord,y:(&) 
we can conclude that 
ord,(x,(d) - 1) = 2e(p/2) + 1 + 2 ord,y,@) - e(p/2) 
= e(p/2) + 1 + 2ord,y,(d). 
Finally, from (2.10) it follows that Qi Js (~~(a) - 1). 
Lemma 3.3. Let f(x) = x2 + A(1 - x2), where 0 < A < 1. Then for every XE(O, l), 
0 <f(x) < 1. 
Proof. Observe thatf’(x) = 2x - 2Ax = 2x(1 - A), so that we have only one critical 
point in the interval, i.e. x = 0, andf(0) = A < 1. On the other hand,f(l) = 1 and the 
function is increasing on (0,l). Hence, the lemma holds. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume a has been constructed using Lemma 3.2. Let R E N be such that the 
following two conditions are satisjied. 
1. Vp~S\{p~j, ~$2, p = q1 or p = q2, R z Omodp. 
2. R z 3mod4. 
Next let 
b = (~,(a))*~ + a(1 - (x,(a))*. (3.7) 
Then b satisjes all the requirements of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, and 
b r 1 mod y&), 
b z a mod x,(u). 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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Proof. First of all, for every embedding CJ of K into [w, 
0 < ui(U)(l - ui(X,(U))*) < ui(b) 
d ui(x*(u))2 + ci(a)(l - oi(X,(a))2) < 13 
where the last inequality holds, by Lemma 3.3. On the other hand, 
b - 1 = xzR + a(1 -x;) - 1 = a(1 - xi) + (xi - 1) 
(if, 2 R i, 
C (x,) - 
= - (a2 - l)y,z 
( 
a - : (xi)“-i . 
i=l ) 
Sincex,~~,lmod(u-l),foreveryprimepsuchthatp1(2andpES\{p,},p=q,or 
P = 92 
( 
a - 2 (x;)R-f 
i=l > 
z lmodp, 
so that 
( 
R 
1 
R 
ord,(u2 - l)y,” a- 1 (x:)“-~ = ord,(u2 - 1) + 2 ord, y, + ord, a - c (x:)“-~ 
i=l ( i=l 
= ord,(u2 - 1) + 2 ordpyZ. 
Hence, ord,(u2 - l)yf(u - ~~=, (x:)~-~) is a positive odd integer. 
Next we consider the case of p ( 2, p E S\ { pl }. In this case, 
ord, a - i (_x:)~-~ 
1 ( 
=ord, a- 5 (~Z)“-~+2-2 
i=l i=l > 
= ord, u-l- 2 ((xl)“-i-1)-R+3-2 . 
i=l 
Next note the following, 
ord,(u - 1) = e(p/2) + an odd positive number > ord, 2; 
ord,& 2(R-i) - 1) Z ord,(xl - 1) 3 ord,(a - 1) > ord, 2; 
ord,(R - 3) 3 ord, 4 > ord, 2. 
Therefore, ord,(u - cr= 1 (x:)“-~) = e(p/2), and there exist j, kE N such that 
ord,(a2 - 1)~: 
( 
a - 2 (x:)“-~ 
1 
= 2e(p/2) + (2j + 1) + 2 ord,y, + e(p/2) 
i=l 
= e(p/2) + 2k + 1. 
It is also clear that Qg Js (b - l), and hence the lemma holds. 
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Lemma 3.5. 1. {x E Qx ,nfr s,.~ 1 a(x) 2 0 for all embeddings of Kinf into R} is Diophantine 
over Oxi.,, sinr. 
2. The set (x E OKi.,, ,nf s, 1 x # 0} is Diophantine over OXi.r,S,.r. 
Proof. 1. Similar to the proof of Lemma 10 of Denef [4]. 
2. Could be obtained by a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 9 from Denef 
[4]. Let P, Q be two distinct rational primes having no factors in S, and consider the 
following equation over OKinr, sinr 
xy = (Pv - l)(Qv - 1). (3.10) 
We claim that (3.10) has solutions y,v in OKinr,si,r if and only if x # 0. Suppose 
the equation does have solutions and x = 0, then v = P-l 6 OKinf, Si”r or 
v = Q - ' $ O~,,fi,s~.r. Now assume x # 0. Then 3y, E OKinr, sior such that y1 x E Z. (First let 
y2 E N be such that y2x is integral. Next let yr = No(,),o(y2x)/x E OK,,,,s,“,.) Next write 
ylx = w1w2, where (wr, w2) = 1, (Q, wi) = 1 and (w2, P) = 1. Now solve in H the 
following equivalencies using Chinese Remainder Theorem 
Pv r lmod wi; 
Qv g lmodw,. 
Therefore, we may conclude that xyr = w1 w2 j(Pv - l)(Qv - l), and if we let 
y = (Pv - l)(Qv - 1)/x then y E OKi.,, sinr. 
Notations. In the following lemmas we will continue to use notations we have used in 
the preceding lemmas. However, for the convenience of the reader, we list below all the 
notations we have used so far together with the properties the objects thus denoted are 
assumed to satisfy. 
1. K-a totally real finite extension of Q degree n. 
2. s = {PI, . ..) ps)-a finite set of non-archimedean primes of K, where ~~$2. 
3. Pi-a rational prime below pi. 
4. _&-residue class degree of pi over Pi. 
5. h,-the class number of K. 
6. II-a generator for p;x in K. 
7. { ql, q2 )-non-archimedean primes of K such that Q1 # 2 and Q2 # 2-the 
rational primes underneath q1 and q2, are distinct. 
8. Given an me N\ {0}, a(m) = aE OK,S is such that 
(A) 0 < a(a) =c 1 for all embeddings 0 of K into [w; 
(B) For all i > 1 if piy2 then ord,(a - 1) is an odd positive integer; 
(C) For all i > 1 such that pi 12 there exists ri E lV 
ord,,(a - 1) = e(pi/2) + (2r, + 1); 
(D) ord,,(a - 1) is positive and odd, for i = 1,2; 
(E) ord,,(a - 1) < 0 and ord,,(a - 1) g Omod h,m(n + l), where n = [K:Q]. 
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9. d = a2 - 1. 
10. xk(a), y,(a)EOK,s are such that 
xk(a) - (a2 - 1)1’2y,(a) = (a - (a” - 1)1’2)k. 
11. &(a) = &(a)/ff”, yk(a) = jk(a)/nk, where _&(a), jk((a)EOK. 
12. R E N is such that 
(A) For every prime YES\ {pI} such that ~$2, or p = q1 or p = q2, 
R r Omodp; 
(B) R z 3mod4. 
13. Kinf is a totally real infinite extension of Q such that the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(A) K c Kinr. 
(B) For every finite extension M of Q contained in Kinf and such that M con- 
tains K, there is only one prime above p1 and all the primes above p2, . . . , pS, ql, q2 
have odd ramification degrees. 
14. OKi.r,Si”r is the integral closure of OK,S in Ki”f. 
15. Given an m E N, define 
C(m) = max(II”(1 + II” - u(m)2)- ‘I’, 2P~f”n’0rdP~‘cm’). 
16. Given A, DE N define m = m(A, D, n) to be such that for every k 
A”.(k + l)nv < 2W+lWW < INKIQ(~)l((k+l)m-n)/2, 
From now on all the notations will refer to the list above. 
Lemma 3.6. Let 6~ OKinr,sinf, A, DE N \{O} be given. Assume m = m(A, D, n) and 
a = a(m) are deJined as above. Then there exist g, r, w, z, u, v, b, X, YE OKi.r,Si.r such that 
the following equations, inequalities and congruences are satisfied over OK,.,, s,,, only if 
there exists k, h E Z such that 
w = x&4, 
6 +,, k mod X,,(U), 
and 
(A”(lkl + lyD) G IN~i&4(a))11’2. 
Conversely, if 0 = k E Z then the system can be satisfied in the remaining variables 
over OK,,~,S~.~. 
g2 - dr2 = 1; g E 1 mod (a - 1); (3.11) 
w 2 - dz2 = 1; wglmod(a-l), z#O; (3.12) 
V embeddings o of Kinf into iw, la(w)1 2 C(m); (3.13) 
n2 - dv2 = 1. v # 0, u ?z 1 mod(a - 1); (3.14) 
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V embeddings e ofKi,r into R, lo(u)l 3 C(m); 
b = u*~ + a(1 - uz); 
X2-((b2- l)Y2= 1; fz lmodb - 1; 
X E sinr g mod u, 
w2 ISi.< 0, 
Y rSinr 8 mod w, 
(s2 + (1 - a4)r2) lsi”r 2. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Notation. We will denote this system by S(0, A, D, w, m(A, D, n), a(m)). Using 
this notation the lemma can be restated in the following fashion. The system 
S(fI, A, D, w, m(A, D, n), a(m)) can be satisfied over OK,,,,s,.I in the remaining 
variables only if there exist k, h EZ such that w = xh(u), 0 zsi”, kmodx,(a), 
and (A”(lk( + l)D”) d INKjo(%Ja))11’2, and conversely, if 8 = kEZ then the system 
can be satisfied in the remaining variables. 
Proof. First assume the system is satisfied in OK,.r,si.r. Next note that by Lemmas 2.5, 
2.7, 3.2 and 3.4 there exist k, h, t, j E Z such that 
9 = x,(a), r = Yk(4 (3.11*) 
w = x&r), z g Y&), Y&4 z 0; (3.12*) 
V embeddings (r of Kinl into R, lo(x,,)l > C(m); (3.13*) 
u = x,(a), u = Y,(U), Yt(4 z 0; (3.14*) 
V embeddings CJ of K into R, lo(x,(u))\ 2 C(m); (3.15*) 
X = X,(b), Y = Yj(b); (3.17*) 
xk(a) gsi,, x,(b) mod da); (3.18*) 
%?(a) IS,“, y,(a); (3.19*) 
Yj(b) zS,., 0 mod X,,(U); (3.20*) 
(x,’ + (1 - a4)Ykz)ls,“fY&). (3.21*) 
Hence, by Lemma 2.14, from (3.19*) we can conclude that 
XII(U) ISi.f t. (3.22) 
Also, by Lemma 3.4, we have 
b s,., 1 mod y,(a), (3.23) 
b =si”r umod x,(a). (3.24) 
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From (3.19*) and (3.23) we derive 
b zs,., 1 modx,(a). (3.25) 
Next by Lemma 2.10, 
_Yj(b) zsj., jmod (b - I), (3.26) 
and from (3.20*), (3.25), (3.26) 
j ssinr f3modx,(a). (3.27) 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.10 and (3.24), 
xj(a) gsj., x,(b) mod x,(a), (3.28) 
and hence, by (3.28) and (3.18*), 
xk(a) ES,,, xj(a) mod x,(a). (3.29) 
Finally, by Lemma 2.15, 
krkjmodt. (3.30) 
Since, x,, ISinr t from (3.22), and given (3.27) and (3.30), we obtain 
0 gss,., + k mod xh(u). (3.31) 
On the other hand, from the (3.21*) and Lemma 2.18 we conclude that, since yh # 0, 
(nzmz?,’ + (n4”’ - c?~)J;)) jjh 3 N,,Q(I12”.C;i + (n4”’ - ii4)j$) INk,Q(yj,) 
=t= NKiO(I12”‘~~ + (r14”’ - ti4)j:) < NklQ(jh)l. 
Thus, by Lemmas 2.17, 2.18, and from (3.13*), 
A”(lkl + l)Dn < NK,Q(W 
(Zkm-n)/2 
< (N,,&I’“R; + (114”’ - a”4)$))1’2 
< iNx,dh(a))i I” < lN~,dW)))l 1’2. (3.32) 
Conversely, suppose 8 = keZ. Then let g = &(a), r = yk(a). Select h’ so that 
(g2 + (1 - u”)r”) ISimr y,,,(u), then find h, a multiple of h’, so that (3.13) is satisfied for 
w = xh(u), and then set z = ~~(a). Finally, select t’ so that xf 1 ytP and select t, 
a multiple oft’ so that (3.15 *) is satisfied. Then set u = x,(a), u = y,(a). Define b using 
(3.16) and set (X, Y) = (xk(b), yk(b)). Finally, Lemma 2.10 insures that the rest of 
equations are satisfied. 
Remark. For future use we will write down another notation for the system 
(3.11)-(3.21): s*(0, A, D, w, z, m(A, D, n), u(m)). Then S* will have solutions in 
only if 3 k,h E ii? such that w = x,,(u), z = y,,(a), 8 zss,,, kmod x,,(a), 
2;;$+ l)“D) < INK,a;p(&(U))( 1’2, and IN~dhdU))l < INK~Q(%,(U))I. Conversely, if 
0 = kEZ then the system can be satisfied in the remaining variables. 
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Lemma 3.7. Consider the following equations 
P(B I,..., gr)=CUil,.,i~ngjj=O, (3.33) 
ibl S(ei, 4 D, w, 64 D, 4, a(m)), (3.33) 
where (3.33) is a polynomial equation over Z, D is the degree of P, and A = c 1 ai, ,_, i,I. 
Then (3.33) has solutions in Z if and only if the system (3.33) and (3.34) has solutions 
Proof. First assume (3.33), (3.34) has 
w =x,,(a), and for every i = l,...,r gi 
A”(1 + IkilD”) < INKjag(.%,(a))ll’z. 
Moreover, from (3.35) we then obtain 
solutions in OKiOf,Si.f. Then by Lemma 3.6, 
ES,, kimodxh(a), as well as 
(3.35) 
q&k,, . . . . +k,) = C ajl..,jr n + k{’ gsSinr Omodx,(a), 
i.e. 
x&) Is 2 aj, . ..j. n f k?. 
Unless P( + k 1, . . . . fk,) = 0, 
INr&%,(a))l < I C ajl...jv n Gil” < A”.(my IkilID”. (3.36) 
But (3.36) contradicts (3.35) and thus P() kI , . . . , f k,) = 0. 
Next we have to show that the conjunction (3.34) can be satisfied over OKinr,s,,, for 
Bi = ki E Z and the same w for every system in the conjunction. (All the other variables 
can be different in the systems corresponding to different 8,‘s.) Compared to the proof 
of Lemma 3.6, only one step has to be changed. In the proof of Lemma 3.6 h’ was 
selected so that 
(s2 + (1 - a4)r2) hinr y&4 
Here we will select h’ so that 
iFl (d + t1 - a4)r?) lSinr Yh(a)y 
where gi, ri are variables from the system corresponding to Bi. The following theorem 
summarizes the above results. 
Theorem 3.8. Let Kinf be a totally real infinite extension of Q with a jinite degree 
subextension K containing primes p 1, . . . , pS with the following properties: 
1. There is only one prime above p1 in Ki,f. 
2. If M is a finite extension of K inside Kinf then V prime p lying above pi in M, 
e(p/pi) is oddfor i = 2,...,~. 
Then Hilbert’s Tenth Problem has no solution in OKi.r,SiOr the integral closure of 
OK,S in Kinf. 
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4. The case of non-splitting primes 
If we impose additional conditions on the primes of S we will be able to obtain 
stronger results, i.e. we will be able to construct a Diophantine definition of rational 
integers over OK,.I, s,,, . 
Notations. In general we will continue to use the notations from the preceding 
sections with the following modifications and additions. 
1. From now on we will assume that for every totally real finite extension of 
rationals A4 such that K c M c Ki”r, all the primes of S remain prime in M. 
2. Since pi will remain prime in OK,,I,Si.r as well as in the integral closure of OK,s in 
any M in between K and Ki,f, we will continue to denote this ideal by Pi and we will 
continue to denote by S the set of prime ideals { pl, . . ..ps}. 
3. Let e = EElX(f?(pi/Pi)) + 1. 
4. Let P be the product of all the rational primes with factors in S. Then 
ord,,, P = e(pi/Pi) < e. 
Lemma 4.1. Let I~EO~,,~,~,,~, and consider PO” + 1. Then 
(Pee + 1p = F, 
where u, v are algebraic integers, for every p E S ord, u = 0, andfor every prime q of K(B) 
such that q is not in S, ord,u = 0. 
Proof. First note for every p ES ord, 8 # 0 =z. lordpee) > ord,P, and consequently, 
ord,(PB’ 1) 0 if ord Qp 3 + 0, = 
< 0 if ord,8 < 0. 
Let r-I& 4 ‘W n:= lpp’ be the K(8)-d ivisor of (PO” + 1). Then u(q) 2 0, and bi < 0. 
On the other hand, nszI pzrbthx = (v)eOK. Let u = (PO” + l)hx~-l, and we are done. 
Lemma 4.2. Z has a Diophantine dejinition in OK,.I,S,.I. 
Proof. Let A = D = 1, let m = m(l, 1,n) and a = a(m), where all the notations are as 
described above Lemma 3.6. Next consider the following system of equations. 
81 = (Pee + l)hx; (4.1) 
V embeddings c of Kinf into R, a(Q,) > 1; (4.2) 
0: k., Z; (4.3) 
S*(l, 1, w, z, el, m(l, 1, n), a(m)). (4.4) 
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We claim that the above described system of equations, which we will denote by 
P(Pee + l), has solutions in OK,.I,S,.r if and only if B1(Pee + l)hK~Z. 
Indeed, assume the system is satisfied in OKi,, , Sinr, write 8i = (u/u) as in the preceding 
lemma and apply Lemma 3.6 to conclude from (4.3) and (4.2) 
(4.5) 
0 < lN~(e,,a(u)l Q IN~ce,,du)l 
(4.6) 
From (4.4), by Lemma 3.6, we obtain 
(U/U) zs,., f k mod x,,(a); 
u f ok E Ornod%‘, in OKcO,. 
If u + vk f 0 then 
IN~ce,,o(u + uk)l B NKce,,as(%&))l 
= INX,sq(Xh(a))l’K’e”K1. 
On the other hand. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
INK(B),Q(u ?I k)l = IN ~(evcd~)I INx(e),d + blu)k)l. (4.10) 
Here we should observe that for every K(B)-embedding 0 into R, 
lo(l z!z (u/u)k)l d 1 + Ikl. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.6, (lkl + 1)” < INK,a(%h(a))l Ii’, and therefore, if 
u f uk # 0, from (4.6) and (4.10), the following inequalities must hold. 
IN,w,o(u + uk)l G lNkce,,a(nh(a))l”‘(l + IWIK(e’:al 
= (lNK,&?&))j1’2(1 + (kl)[K:“‘)[‘e’:K1 < (NK,Q(~h(U))l’K’e”K1. 
Since this contradicts (4.9), u + uk 1 = 0. But for every p E S, ord,u = 0, and therefore, 
u is an integral unit and 
8,=uu-‘=fk. 
Conversely, if e1 = k, then the equations can be satisfied as described in Lemma 3.6, 
with one modification. When the value for h is selected we will also make sure that 
(4.3) holds. 
If PB” + 1 is not a rational integer, since K(8) is totally real, it must be a square root 
of a rational integer. To make sure that it is a rational integer, we can consider 
F’(P& + P + 1) together with F(P8’ + 1). Then both systems of equations will have 
solutions if and only if P0’ + 1 E Z. Since for every p E S ord,(PB” + 1) < 0, if 
ord,8 < 0, we can conclude that 0 is either a rational integer or a square root of 
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a rational integer. Then using the above construction again, we can made sure that 
8 is a rational integer. 
To summarize the above discussion we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let Kinf be an infinite totally real extension of Q, K a finite degree 
subjield of Ki”t, S a set of primes of K which remain prime in Ki,f. Then Z has 
a Diophantine definition over the integral closure of OK,S in Ki,r. 
5. Totally real subfields of infinite cyclotomic fields 
In this section we will demonstrate how to apply the results of the preceding section 
to totally real subfields of some infinite cyclotomic extensions. 
First we need to state some well known results concerning cyclotomic extensions. 
Lemma 5.1. Let me N, 5 be an mth primitive root of unity. Then the following 
statements are true. 
(1) Factors of m are the only primes ramified in Q(c), and iftk is the highest power of 
a rational prime t dividing m, then the ramification degree oft in O(5) is (t - l)tk-‘. 
(2) If q$m is a rational prime then in Q(t) q will factor as nfEI Bit where 
g = cp(m)/order,(q), q(m) is Euler’s function, and order,,,(q) is the smallest positive 
integer such that qordermCq) g 1 modm. 
(3) Q(5 + 5-l) = Q(Re(S)) = Q(cos(2n/m)) is a totally real subfield of Q(r). 
Proof. See pp. 39-48 of Janusz [6]. 0 
Notations. Let A, BE Z, k E N and let t be a rational prime, then “A A B mod tkrr will 
mean “A g Bmodtk and A$Bmodtk+“‘. 
Given a prime q, let order,(q) denote, as before, the order of q mod t and let P,(q)E N 
be such that 
4 orderr(q) + 1 mod r”,(4). 
Lemma 5.2. Let A, B, k, t be as above, and assume t is odd. Then 
AABmodtk 3 A”&BB[‘modtk+i. 
Proof. See Lemma 6.3.1, page 206 of Shapiro [lo]. 
Lemma 5.3. Let 5 be an mth primitive root of unity, where m = II@ and each ti is odd, 
and let q be a rational prime, distinct from every ti. Then q will split into at most 
((I-I t *tCq)- ’ (ti - l))/LCM(order,,(q))) 
factors in Q(t). 
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Proof. Since the number of factors in a subextension is always the same or less, 
without loss of generality we can assume that ki 2 Pz:,(q). Write ki = gti(q) + ji, where 
ji 2 0, and note that by Lemma 5.2, 
4 
order,,(q)& 1 mod p%,(q) _.+ qorder,,(q),fi’ A 1 mod t+?(q)+ji. 
The last equivalence implies that order,:,(q) = ordertc(q). ti’, and therefore, 
order,(q) = n t{‘. LCM(order,Jq)), which, in turn, by Lemma 5.1, tells us that the 
number of prime factors of q in Q(t) is 
n (ti - l)&‘/order,(q) = n (ti - l)E~~‘4)-‘/LCM(order,,(q)), 
and the lemma holds. 
Finally, let {r 1, . . . ,t,} be a finite set of odd rational primes, and let Kinf be the 
largest totally real subfield of the infinite cyclotomic extension generated by all t:th 
primitive roots of unity, where i = 1, . . . . r, and k= N. 
Let S = {pl, . . . . ps} be any finite collection of primes, where pi is not a factor of 2. 
(It can include any of the t r, . . . , t,.) By Lemma 5.1-5.3 for every rational prime there is 
a bound on the number of distinct prime factors it will have in any subfield of Ki,r. 
Moreover, let UE N be such that 
~~~(ti - 1)&O (mod2”). 
Then 2“ is the highest power of 2 possibly dividing the ramification degree of any 
prime above a prime in S any finite subextension of Kinf* 
Therefore, if S contains some of ti’S we can use Theorem 3.8 to conclude that the 
Diophantine problem is undecidable in OXiOr,S,.r. If S contains no tj’s then we can use 
Theorem 4.3 to construct a Diophantine definition of H in OKi.r,Si.r. 
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